
The Chronicles of a Stamp Traveler



Mervyn owns a very special Stamp 
Album, that enables him to enter 
the world inside stamps.

There Mervyn explores fantasy 
lands, meets unbelievable creatures,
witnesses events of the past and 
future, discovers domains beyond 
wildest imagination, and creates 
new realities!

There Mervyn uncovers a conspiracy 
that crosses the divide between the 
worlds…

Age: 6-9 year olds, boys & girls
Comedy / adventure / fantasy
Format: 2D/3D
Episodes: 52 x 13’



Mervyn’s house is filled with index 
directories, address books, and 
stamp albums: his Mum works at a 
mail office, where she deals with 
letters rejected by the sorting 
machine. 

From a very young age Mervyn loves 
everything "post office", and stamps 
in particular. Doodling stamps is his 
favorite pastime. After football and 
playing with his dog, that is.



When Mervyn turns 10, Grandpa 
gives him a very special Stamp 
Album, and reveals a stunning 
secret: they are a family of stamp 
travellers. 

From Tesla to Titanic and from 
dragons to aliens, Mervyn can 
access everything and everyone 
ever depicted on stamps, existing or 
imaginary. 

What’s more, Mervyn is able to 
create realities inside the Stamp 
Realm by drawing stamps of his 
own.

Fantastic explorations kick off!!



The world inside stamps is one 
merry Mad Tea Party: physics are 
twisted, people are looney, animals 
talk, and Charlemagne is a tap 
dancing fan…

Aside from excitement, adventures 
and fun, the Stamp Realm 
experience also gives Mervyn tips 
on real-life issues, be it a tricky 
homework assignment, or a gift idea 
for a girl-next-door birthday.



To enter a stamp Mervyn simply 
puts a thumb on it. To get back, he 
touches a Medallion that came with 
the Album. There exists only one 
such medallion, and now that it's 
passed on to Mervyn, no man can 
cross the barrier both ways. 

Friends can join Mervyn by holding 
his hand when he jumps into a 
stamp. But that doesn’t include 
Grandpa and Mum, as natural born 
stamp explorers have a limit to how 
many journeys they can have. And 
so they save their last trips for a 
case of emergency.



Not many kids can boast sharing a cool secret with their 
mothers. Mervyn is an exception. Otherwise, with a grocery 
shopping list in each pocket of each of her purses, his Mum 
can easily pass for a “typical” one.

Grandpa compensates the loss of stamp travels with real-life 
globe-trotting. He’s been to everywhere, and his life hacks 
inventory is enormous. He also loves crooning Sinatra songs.

Mervyn’s friend Hannah often shares his adventures. A 
sensitive girl, she is more aware that their interventions can 
cause problems for the Stamp Realm residents.

Ben is Mervyn's dog. When in the Stamp Realm, he is a talking 
intelligent being. But he doesn't enjoy it at all! He'd much 
rather chase squirrels in the park.



Inky Blot

Initially Mervyn doesn't treat Stamp Realm residents as
"real". Later he will learn to approach them in a 
responsible manner, but in the meantime…

Mervyn inadvertently creates an adversary, when he 
starts drawing a stamp and then throws it away, 
condemning a character he sketched to a twilight world 
of unfinished doodles. 

Inky Blot strives to get even with Mervyn, as he doesn't 
know the boy hadn't realised the consequences of his 
actions. He causes Mervyn lots of hilarious trouble inside 
and outside the Stamp Realm.



The Industry 

Of Absent Items

The Stamp Realm doesn’t just sit there. Certain 
unscrupulous types (The Syndicate) plot to use human 
stamp designers to draw consumables that don't exist in 
their world. Like… a toaster, which is unavailable in the 
Stamp Realm, as it was never depicted on stamps. 

The Syndicate members spot such items when they visit 
our world, and they build a retail empire by selling 
“amazing novelties” to the Stamp Realm residents.

The Syndicate are hard-nosed people (and not all of them 
are people) – cunning, manipulating, and deceiving. They 
even start kidnapping stamp artists to exploit them!



When stamp designers are 
kidnapped, images they created 
disappear from stamps. People think 
a stamp has faded, but for those in 
the know it's a sign of unrest…

Soon Mervyn's mother finds out 
what the Syndicate is up to – and 
that includes harnessing her son's 
gift for their own greed.

This is the emergency she have been 
saving her last stamp trip for. 



She rushes to the Stamp Realm to 
stop the mobsters…

…and goes missing.



This wraps up Season 1, which 
establishes the concept of the stamp 
travel, the world and characters. 

In Season 2 Mervyn is to find his 
Mum and fight the baddies. 

Inky Blot will become Mervyn's 
sidekick, and the Syndicate will 
show its true face.



Have a great time! 
We entertain kids with zany stories 
and slightly absurdist adventures.

Discover and Play! 
With show-themed edutainment 
apps we encourage kids to play with 
the science, history, and art facts 
Mervyn picks up in his travels.

Create and Share! 
We inspire kids to try fine arts, and 
create stamps of their own. Their 
designs will come to life in the 
seasons to follow, as well as in the 
second screen show companions.
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